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Abstract
Concern over fault tolerance in the design of interconnection networks has stimulated interest in
3nding large graphs with maximum degree  and diameter D such that the subgraphs obtained by
deleting any set of s vertices have diameter at most D′, this value being close to D or even equal
to it. This is the so-called (;D; D′; s)-problem. The purpose of this work has been to study this
problem for s=1 on some families of generalized compound graphs. These graphs were designed
by G)omez (Ars Combin. 29-B (1990) 33) as a contribution to the (;D)-problem, that is, to the
construction of graphs having maximum degree , diameter D and an order large enough. When
approaching the mentioned problem in these graphs, we realized that each of them could be
rede3ned as a compound graph, the main graph being the underlying graph of a certain iterated
line digraph. In fact, this new characterization has been the key point to prove in a suitable way
that the graphs belonging to these families are solutions to the (;D; D + 1; 1)-problem.
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1. Introduction
The designer of interconnection networks must allow for the fact that machines
and/or communication links may malfunction or cease to function. In this event, it
is important that communication can still be achieved with reasonable e>ciency. It
may be required, for instance, that between any two nodes of the remaining network
there still exists a path of length not exceeding some 3xed value, see Kuhl and Reddy
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[20]. In terms of graphs, this problem is modelled in the literature as the vulnerability
of the diameter, more speci3cally the (;D;D′; s)-problem. This problem asks for the
largest graphs of maximum degree  and diameter D such that the subgraphs obtained
by deleting any set of up to s vertices, 16 s6 − 1, where  is the minimum degree
of the graph, have diameter at most D′. The cases s=1 and D′−D=0; 1; 2 have been
widely studied, see [2,4–6,14,21].
A technique that has proved to be useful for designing large (;D)-graphs (i.e.,
graphs having maximum degree  and diameter D and an order large enough) is the
so-called compounding of graphs. It was 3rst introduced by Bermond et al. [3], and
subsequently it has been used by several authors in order to give new constructions of
(;D;D′; s) graphs. This method consists basically of joining together several copies
of one or two graphs, according to the structure of another one, called the main graph
of the construction. To be more precise, all these designs can be uni3ed according to
the following de3nitions:
Denition 1.1. Let G2 = (V2; E2), G1 = (V1; E1) be two graphs. Then, G2[G1] = (V; E)
denotes any graph obtained in the following way:
• Each vertex x∈V2 is replaced by one copy of G1 represented by Gx1, that is,
V = V (G2[G1]) =
⋃
x∈V2
V (Gx1) =
⋃
x∈V2
{(x; x′): x′ ∈V1}:
• Each edge xy∈E2 is replaced by at least one edge that joins one vertex of Gx1 with
another of Gy1 , that is,
xy∈E2 ⇒ ∃x′; y′ ∈V1 such that (x; x′)(y; y′)∈E[G2[G1]] = E:
Denition 1.2. Let G2 = (U2 ∪ V2; E2) be a bipartite graph, and let G1 = (V1; E1),
G′1 = (V
′
1 ; E
′
1) be two graphs. Then, G2[G1; G
′
1] = (V; E) denotes any graph obtained in
the following way:
• Each vertex x∈U2 is replaced by one copy Gx1 of G1, and each vertex y∈V2 by
one copy Gy1′ of G
′
1, that is,
V = V (G2[G1; G′1]) =
⋃
x∈U2
V (Gx1) ∪
⋃
y∈V2
V (Gy1′)
• Each edge xy∈E2 is replaced by at least one intercopy edge, that is,
xy∈E2 ⇒ ∃x′ ∈V1; y′ ∈V ′1 such that (x; x′)(y; y′)∈E[G2[G1; G′1]] = E;
in such a way that every vertex of the new graph must be an endvertex of at least
one intercopy edge.
The 3rst de3nition corresponds to three known constructions. The 3rst one was
introduced by Bermond et al. [3]. They imposed exactly one edge between copies. The
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Fig. 1. Bipartite compound graphs with two intercopy edges.
Fig. 2. Bipartite compound graphs with one intercopy edge.
Fig. 3. Intercopy edges of compound graphs FF.
graphs obtained are the so-called basic compound graphs. The second construction
yields the so-called bipartite compound graphs, which were considered by Delorme
[9]. He took a bipartite graph B1 as G1 and replaced each edge of G2 by one or
two edges between copies (see Figs. 1 and 2). Finally, Fiol and FKabrega presented in
[12] the so-called compound graphs FF in a similar way as in the previous one, but
replacing each edge of G2 by four edges between copies, as is shown in Fig. 3.
As for the second de3nition, Delorme and Quisquater [11] introduced the compound
graphs DQ, DQ = G2[B0; G1], B0 being a bipartite graph (see Fig. 4). Another
construction corresponding to this de3nition produced the compound graphs B0∇B1,
de3ned by G)omez and Fiol [16]. They are graphs G2[B0; B1], B0 and B1 being both
bipartite, whose intercopy edges can be either two, resulting in a bipartite graph, or
four, resulting in a non-bipartite graph (see Figs. 5 and 6). In both constructions, the
authors considered the main graph G2 as to be a complete bipartite graph.
The order of compound graphs follows directly from the order of the original ones.
For instance: N (G2[G1]) =N (G2)N (G1). Their maximum degree  and their diameter
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Fig. 4. Intercopy edges of compound graphs DQ.
Fig. 5. Intercopy edges of compound graphs B0∇B1 (non-bipartite case).
Fig. 6. Intercopy edges of compound graphs B0∇B1 (bipartite case).
D depend on the number of intercopy edges and how they are placed. The following
proposition provides an upper bound for the diameter D of each of the above construc-
tions. The proofs of all these bounds are contained in the indicated references, although
the proofs of the three last bounds were made by considering only the case when the
main graph G2 is a complete bipartite graph, that is, D2 = 2. We have noticed that
when G2 is an arbitrary bipartite graph with diameter D2, the proofs are very similar
and for this reason we omit them.
Proposition 1.1. Let G2, G1, G′1 be three graphs of diameters D2, D1 and D
′
1 respec-
tively. If D is the diameter of a
1. basic compound graph, then D6 (D1 + 1)D2 + D1 [3].
2. bipartite compound graph, then D6D1D2 + D1 [9].
3. compound graph FF , then D6D1D2 + D1 − 1 [12].
4. compound graph DQ and D2 is even, then D6D2(D1 + D′1 + 1)=2 [11].
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5. compound graph B0∇B1 with four intercopy edges and D2 is even, then D6D2
(D1 + D′1)=2 [16].
6. bipartite compound graph B0∇B1 with two intercopy edges and D2 is even, then
D6 (D2(D1 + D′1) + 2)=2 [16].
Another well-known way of obtaining large (;D)-graphs is the design of graphs
on alphabets (see, for instance, [17]). These graphs are constructed by labelling the
vertices with a word on a given alphabet, together with a rule that relates pairs of
diMerent words to de3ne the edges. For instance, the well-known De Bruijn graph
UB(d;D) is a graph on an alphabet de3ned as follows. It has vertex set XD, |X |= d,
and adjacency conditions:
(x1x2 : : : xD) = {x2x3 : : : xDxD+1; xD+1 ∈X } ∪ {x0x1 : : : xD−1; x0 ∈X }:
The Kautz graph UK(d;D) is the subgraph of the De Bruijn graph UB(d + 1; D)
obtained by considering only the vertices represented by words whose consecutive
letters (elements of X ) are diMerent, xi+1 = xi, 16 i6D− 1. The number of vertices
of De Bruijn graphs and Kautz graphs in terms of their maximum degree = 2d and
diameter D are (=2)D and (=2)D + (=2)D−1, respectively.
The line digraph technique is a good general method for obtaining large digraphs
with 3xed degree and diameter. In the line digraph LG of a digraph G, each vertex
represents an edge of G. Thus, V (LG)={uv: (u; v)∈E(G)}; and a vertex uv is adjacent
to a vertex wz if and only if v=w, that is, when the edge (u; v) is adjacent to the edge
(w; z) in G. For any k ¿ 1, the k-iterated line digraph, LkG, is de3ned recursively
by LkG = LLk−1G. From the de3nition, it is evident that the order of LG equals the
size of G, |V (LG)|= |E(G)|, and that their maximum and minimum degrees coincide,
(LG)=(G)=, (LG)=(G)=. Moreover, if G is d-regular (−(x)=+(x)=d¿ 1;
for any x∈V ), has order n and diameter D, then LkG is also d-regular, has dkn vertices
and diameter
D(LkG) = D(G) + k: (1)
See, for instance, [13,22]. In fact, (1) still holds for any (strongly) connected digraph
other than a directed cycle (see [1]).
Two large families of digraphs obtained from the line digraph technique are the De
Bruijn and Kautz digraphs. The De Bruijn digraph of degree d and diameter D is the
(D − 1))-iterated line digraph of the complete graph K∗d , B(d;D) ∼= LD−1K∗d , whereas
the Kautz digraph of degree d and diameter D is de3ned as the (D− 1))-iterated line
digraph of the simple complete graph Kd+1, K(d;D) ∼= LD−1Kd+1 [19]. Let us denote
by UG the underlying graph of a digraph G. Observe that the underlying graph of
the De Bruijn digraph B(d;D) (resp., Kautz digraph K(d;D)) is the De Bruijn graph
(resp., Kautz graph) previously de3ned as a graph on an alphabet, and for this reason
it is denoted UB(d;D) (resp. UK(d;D)). Two well-known properties concerning these
families are: D(UG) = D(G) = D, (UG) = 2(G) = 2d if D¿ 3 (see [7]).
Generalized compound graphs, called GC graphs throughout this paper, were de3ned
by G)omez [15]. They combine the advantages of compound graphs and graphs on
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alphabets. In general, the 3rst method has been used to designing large graphs when
the diameter is rather small, whereas graphs on alphabets has been so far the most
usual way of constructing large graphs for large values of the diameter. As it was
indicated in [15], among the diMerent GC families it is possible, in a wide range of
cases, to 3nd graphs with an order signi3cantly greater than that of any other known
graph, both for small and large values of the diameter. This issue will be exhibited
with some more detail in Section 3 (see Remark 3.1).
The main goal of this work is to study the diameter vulnerability, for the case s=1,
of most of the families of GC graphs. For this, 3rst of all, three families of iterated line
digraphs are put forward in Section 2, the underlying graphs of which we will show
as to be (;D;D; 1)-graphs. Section 3 is devoted to characterizing (i.e., to rede3ning)
the GC graphs as compound graphs, by taking as the main graph some of the three
line families just presented. Finally, these results are the starting point to studying the
extent to which the diameter of some families of GC graphs increases when one vertex
is deleted.
2. Three families of iterated line digraphs
Given any two (di)graphs G1 = (V1; E1) and G2 = (V2; E2), denote by G1 ⊗ G2 the
conjunction of the two (di)graphs, which is de3ned in the following way: V (G1 ⊗
G2) = V1 × V2 and two vertices (v1; v2), (w1; w2) are adjacent if and only if vi and wi
are adjacent in Gi, i = 1; 2. If Gi is a (i; Di)-(di)graph on Ni vertices, then G1 ⊗ G2
is a (12; D′)-(di)graph on N1N2 vertices. However, it could happen that D′ =+∞,
even though each Gi is (strongly) connected. For instance, the conjunction of K2 and
the cycle C4 gives two disjoint cycles with four vertices.
Proposition 2.1. For any given two (di)graphs G1 and G2 it follows that
L(G1 ⊗ G2) ∼= LG1 ⊗ LG2:
Proof. Let u1v1 and u2v2 be edges of E(G1) and E(G2), respectively. Let us con-
sider a one-to-one mapping ! from V (L(G1 ⊗ G2)) onto V (LG1 ⊗ LG2), namely
!((u1; u2)(v1; v2)) = (u1v1; u2v2). It follows that ! is an isomorphism, because it pre-
serves adjacency. Indeed, (u1; u2)(v1; v2) is adjacent to another vertex (a1; a2)(b1; b2) of
L(G1⊗G2) if and only if (v1; v2)=(a1; a2), which is equivalent to say that (u1v1; u2v2)
is adjacent to (a1b1; a2b2) in LG1 ⊗ LG2.
Now, we are going to consider three families of digraphs on alphabets which are
also families of iterated line digraphs. In the rest of this work, m; n; h denote integers
greater than 1, and Jm = {1; 2; : : : ; m}. The 3rst family, which is actually a De Bruijn
one, is de3ned as follows.
Denition 2.1. The vertex set of the so-called GI(m; n; h) digraph is:
V = [Jm × Jn]h = {('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('h; xh); 'i ∈ Jm; xi ∈ Jn};
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and its adjacency rule is:
+(('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('h; xh)) = {('0; x0)('1; x1) : : : ('h−1; xh−1); '0 ∈ Jm; x0 ∈ Jn}:
As a direct consequence of its de3nition, the following properties are obtained.
Proposition 2.2. The digraph GI(m; n; h) satis;es the following properties:
1. It is isomorphic to the De Bruijn digraph B(mn; h) ∼= Lh−1(K∗mn).
2. It is regular with degree and diameter: (;D) = (mn; h).
3. Its underlying graph has diameter h and maximum degree 2mn.
The second family (which for m=1 is simply a family of Kautz digraphs), is de3ned
next.
Denition 2.2. The vertex set of the so-called GII(m; n; h) digraph is
V = {('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('h; xh); 'i ∈ Jm; xi ∈ Jn+1; xi = xi+1}
and its adjacency rule is
+(('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('h; xh))
={('0; x0)('1; x1) : : : ('h−1; xh−1); '0 ∈ Jm; x0 ∈ Jn+1 \ {x1}}:
As in the previous case, these digraphs can also be considered as iterated line di-
graphs obtained by conjunction of a De Bruijn digraph with a Kautz digraph, as is
showed in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3. The digraph GII(m; n; h), satis;es the following properties:
1. It is isomorphic to the digraph B(m; h)⊗ K(n; h).
2. It is isomorphic to the iterated line digraph Lh−1(K∗m ⊗ Kn+1).
3. It is regular with degree and diameter: (;D) = (mn; h+ 1).
4. The diameter of its underlying graph is h + 1 and, if h¿ 3, then its maximum
degree is 2mn.
Proof. The one-to-one mapping from V (GII(m; n; h)) onto V (B(m; h) ⊗ K(n; h))
de3ned by
('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('h; xh) → ('1'2 : : : 'h; x1x2 : : : xh)
induces clearly an isomorphism between the two digraphs.
Property (2) follows immediately from Proposition 2.1, together with the fact that the
digraphs B(m; h) and K(n; h) are isomorphic to Lh−1(K∗m) and L
h−1(Kn+1), respectively.
From De3nition 2.2, it follows immediately that =mn. Moreover, K∗m ⊗ Kn+1 has
no loops and its diameter is 2, since m¿ 2. Hence, by the previous point and Eq. (1),
D = 2 + h− 1 = h+ 1, and thus point 3, also holds.
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Finally, from De3nition 2.2 it follows immediately that the maximum degree of the
underlying graph UGII(m; n; h) is 2mn, since h¿ 3. It is also obvious that the diameter
of this graph is at most h+ 1. To see the equality it is enough to 3nd two vertices at
distance h+1 in GII(m; n; h), which will remain at distance h+1 in UGII(m; n; h). Let
us consider the following two vertices:
u= ('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('h−1; xh−1)('h; xh);
v= ((1; xh)((2; y2) : : : ((h−1; yh−1)((h; x1):
Notice that, if '1 = (h and 'h = (1, then d(u; v) = d(v; u) = h + 1 in the original
digraph and so d(u; v) = h+ 1 in the underlying graph too.
Finally, we put forward a family of bipartite digraphs on alphabets. In what follows,
m0; n0; m1; n1 denote positive integers satisfying m0n0¿ 2, m1n1¿ 2, and h an odd
integer greater than 1.
Denition 2.3. The partite vertex sets of the so-called GIII(m0; n0; m1; n1; h) bipartite
digraph are:
U = {((1; y1)('2; x2) : : : ((h; yh); 'i ∈ Jm0 ; (j ∈ Jm1 ; xi ∈ Jn0 ; yj ∈ Jn1};
V = {('1; x1)((2; y2) : : : ('h; xh); 'i ∈ Jm0 ; (j ∈ Jm1 ; xi ∈ Jn0 ; yj ∈ Jn1}
and its adjacency rules are:
+(((1; y1)('2; x2) : : : ((h; yh)) = {('0; x0)((1; y1) : : : ('h−1; xh−1); '0 ∈ Jm0 ; x0 ∈ Jn0};
+(('1; x1)((2; y2) : : : ('h; xh))= {((0; y0)('1; x1) : : : ((h−1; yh−1); (0 ∈ Jm1 ; y0 ∈ Jn1}:
As in the above two cases, this third family of bipartite digraphs is also a family of
iterated line digraphs, as it is shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4. The digraph GIII(m0; n0; m1; n1; h) satis;es the following properties:
1. It is isomorphic to the bipartite line digraph Lh−1(Km0n0 ;m1n1 ).
2. Its minimum degree is min{m0n0; m1n1} and its maximum degree and diameter
are: (;D) = (max{m0n0; m1n1}; h+ 1).
3. Its underlying graph has diameter h+ 1 and maximum degree m0n0 + m1n1.
Proof. The line digraph of a bipartite digraph is also bipartite. Furthermore, we can
conclude that GIII(m0; n0; m1; n1; h) = Lh−1(Km0n0 ;m1n1 ). Hence, its maximum degree is
equal to max{m0n0; m1n1} and by means of (1) we derive that the diameter is h+ 1.
Finally, the proof of the third point is similar to that of Proposition 2.3.
Let us conclude this section by studying the extent to which the diameter of the
underlying graphs of the diMerent line digraphs just presented increases when one
vertex is deleted. Some preliminary results must be reviewed 3rst.
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Line digraphs have been characterized by Heuchenne [18] by the following property:
a digraph G is the line digraph of a digraph if and only if it has no multiple arcs, and
for any pair of vertices u and v, either +(u)∩+(v)= ∅ or +(u)=+(v) (the same
condition holds with − instead of +.) Bond and Peyrat proved [7] the following
statement.
Proposition 2.5. Let G be a (strongly) connected digraph such that for every x;
y∈V (G):
|+(x) ∩ +(y)| = 1 and |−(x) ∩ −(y)| = 1:
Then, for any v∈V (UG): D(UG − {v})6D(G):
As a consequence of the combination of the Heuchenne condition with this result,
Bond and Peyrat proved in the same reference that if G is a Kautz digraph or a De
Bruijn digraph (with D and  not equal both to 2), then D(UG−{v})=D(G) for any
vertex v of G. Following these ideas we get the following result.
Proposition 2.6. Let G = LH be a (strongly) connected line digraph, with
minimum degree ¿ 2, for which D(UG) = D(G) = D. Then, UG is a (;D;D; 1)-
graph.
Proof. From the Heuchenne condition, it follows that G satis3es the hypothesis of
Proposition 2.5, since ¿ 2. Hence, for any vertex v of G, D(UG − {v})6D(G).
Moreover, there exists some vertex w for which D(UG − {w})¿D(UG) because
¿ 2, and since D(G)=D(UG) we obtain D(UG−{w})=D, and hence we conclude
that UG is a (;D;D; 1)-graph.
As a direct consequence of the above results we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let m; n; m0; n0; m1; n1; h be integers greater than 1. Then, the graphs
UGI(m; n; h), UGII(m; n; h) and UGIII(m0; n0; m1; n1; h) are solutions of the (;D;D; 1)-
problem.
3. GC graphs: a new characterization
GC graphs were introduced by G)omez [15]. In order not to increase excessively
this work, we refer to this paper for details about these families. When approaching
the (;D;D′; 1) problem in these graphs, we realized that they could be rede3ned as
compound graphs by taking as the main graph some of the graphs belonging to the
families presented in the previous section. Moreover, this new characterization was the
key point to solve completely the mentioned problem in a more suitable way (see
Section 4).
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3.1. GC graphs of type I
Next, we are going to de3ne from another point of view the two families of GC
graphs that were denoted in [15] by G1{m; k}G and B1{m; k}G, respectively. These
families are put forward as compound graphs, the main graph belonging to the De
Bruijn family introduced in De3nition 2.1. In the rest of this work, k denotes an
integer greater than 2.
Denition 3.1. Let G1 = (Jn; E1) be a (1; D1)-graph. Then, the so-called GC{m; n;
k;G1} graph is de3ned as the basic compound graph G2[G1] where G2 = UGI
(m; n; k − 1), and the adjacency rule which yields an intercopy edge is:
('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)xk ∼ ('0; xk)('1; x1) : : : ('k−2; xk−2)xk−1;
where
('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)∈ [Jm × Jn]k−1; xk ∈ Jn and '0 ∈ Jm:
As an immediate consequence of this de3nition, we can assure that the maximum
degree and order of this graph are: (; N ) = (1 + 2m; mk−1nk). Furthermore, it was
proved in [15] that its diameter is D = kD1 + k − 1.
Denition 3.2. Let B1 be a bipartite (1; D1)-graph with partite sets U1 = {0} × Jn,
and V1 ={1}× Jn. Then, the so-called GC{m; n; k;B1} graph is de3ned as the bipartite
compound graph G2[G1] where G2 = UGI(m; n; k − 1) and, according to the parity of
D1, the intercopy adjacency rules are:
• If D1 is odd, then the adjacency rule producing two intercopy edges is (see Fig. 1):
('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)(+; xk) ∼ ('0; xk)('1; x1) : : : ('k−2; xk−2)( P+; xk−1);
where ('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)∈ [Jm×Jn]k−1, P+=++1∈Z2, ( P+; xk−1); (+; xk)∈
U1 ∪ V1 and '0 ∈ Jm.
• If D1 is even, then the adjacency rule producing one intercopy edge (see Fig. 2):
('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)(0; xk) ∼ ('0; xk)('1; x1) : : : ('k−2; xk−2)(1; xk−1);
('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)(1; xk) ∼ ('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)('k ; xk)(0; x1)
where ('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)∈ [Jm × Jn]k−1, (0; xk)∈U1; (1; xk)∈V1 and
'0; 'k ∈ Jm.
Certainly, the order of this graph is N =2mk−1nk . It is also easy to see that, if D1 is
odd, then =1 + 2m, whereas if D1 is even, =1 +m. In addition, it was proved
in [15] that in either case the diameter of this graph is: D = kD1.
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3.2. GC graphs of type II
GC graphs of type II were denoted G1(m; k)G, B1(m; k)G and FF(m; k)G, respec-
tively. These constructions were inspired by Kautz graphs. In fact, these families can
be introduced as compound graphs where the main graph is the underlying graph of
GII(m; n; k − 1) ∼= Lk−2(K∗m ⊗ Kn+1) (see Proposition 2.3). The main diMerences be-
tween them lie, on the one hand, in the type of copies used, and on the other, in the
adjacency rules to produce intercopy edges.
First of all, let us introduce a family of bijections which was used to present the
diMerent adjacency rules in an appropriate way.
Denition 3.3. Given l∈ Jn+1, let fl denotes the only increasing bijection from Jn+1 \
{l} onto Jn.
Denition 3.4. Let G1 = (Jn; E1) be a (1; D1)-graph. Then, the so-called GC(m; n;
k;G1) graph is de3ned as the basic compound graph G2[G1], where G2 = UGII
(m; n; k − 1), and the adjacency rule producing one intercopy edge is
('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)xk ∼ ('0; x′k)('1; x1) : : : ('k−2; xk−2)xk−1;
where ('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)∈V (G2), xk ∈f−1xk−1 (Jn), x′k satis3es fx1 (x′k) =
fxk−1 (xk) and '0 ∈ Jm.
It is not di>cult to see that (; N ) = (1 + 2m; (n + 1)(mn)k−1). Moreover, D =
kD1 + k − 1 (see [15]).
Denition 3.5. Let B1 be a bipartite (1; D1)-graph on 2n vertices, with partite sets
U1 = {0} × Jn; V1 = {1} × Jn. Then, the so-called graph GC(m; n; k;B1) graph is
de3ned as the bipartite compound graph G2[B1], where G2 = UGII(m; n; k − 1), and
according to the parity of D1 the intercopy adjacency rules are:
• If D1 is odd, the adjacency rule produces two intercopy edges (see Fig. 1):
('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)(+; xk) ∼ ('0; x′k)('1; x1) : : : ('k−2; xk−2)( P+; xk−1);
where ('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)∈V (G2), (+; xk)∈{0; 1} × f−1xk−1 (Jn), P+ = + +
1∈Z2, fx1 (x′k) = fxk−1 (xk) and '0 ∈ Jm.
• If D1 is even, the adjacency rule yields one intercopy edge (see Fig. 2):
('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)(0; xk) ∼ ('0; x′k)('1; x1) : : : ('k−2; xk−2)(1; xk−1);
('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)(1; xk) ∼ ('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)('k ; xk)(0; x′1);
where ('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)∈V (G2), xk ∈f−1xk−1 (Jn), fx1 (x′k) = fxk−1 (xk),
fxk (x
′
1) = fx2 (x1) and '0; 'k ∈ Jm.
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Clearly, the order of this graph is N = 2(n+ 1)(mn)k−1. It is also easy to see that,
if D1 is odd, then  = 1 + 2m, whereas if D1 is even,  = 1 + m. Finally, it was
proved in [15] that in either case the diameter of this graph is: D = kD1.
Denition 3.6. Let B1 be a bipartite (1; D1)-graph on 2n vertices, with partite sets
U1 = {0} × Jn; V1 = {1} × Jn. Then, the so-called graph FGC(m; n; k;B1) graph is
de3ned as the FF compound graph G2[B1], where G2 = UGII(m; n; k − 1), and the
adjacency rule producing four intercopy edges is (see Fig. 3):
('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)(+; xk) ∼ ('0; x′k)('1; x1) : : : ('k−2; xk−2)(+′; xk−1);
where ('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)∈V (G2), (+; xk)∈{0; 1} × f−1xk−1 (Jn); '0 ∈ Jm,
fx1 (x
′
k) = fxk−1 (xk) and +
′ ∈{0; 1}.
Its maximum degree, diameter and order are (;D; N ) = (1 + 4m; kD1 − 1; 2(n +
1)(mn)k−1) (see [15]).
3.3. GC graphs of type III
Let us 3nalize this list of rede3nitions by presenting the so-called GC graphs of type
III, which correspond to the families denoted by DQ{m1; m0; k}G and B0∇B1{m1;
m0; k}G, respectively (see [15]). We show that all of these constructions can be seen
as compound graphs G2[G0; G1], where the main graph G2 is the underlying graph of
GIII(m0; n0; m1; n1; k − 1) ∼= Lk−2(Km0n0 ;m1n1 ) (See Proposition 2.4).
Denition 3.7. Let B0 be a bipartite (0; D0)-graph of order 2n0, whose partite sets
are {0}× Jn0 , {1}× Jn0 , and let G1 = (Jn1 ; E1) be a (1; D1)-graph. Then, the so-called
(non-bipartite) GC{m0; n0; m1; n1; k;B0; G1} graph is de3ned as the DQ compound
graph G2[B0; G1], where the main graph G2 = (U2 ∪ V2; E2) is the bipartite graph
UGIII(m0; n0; m1; n1; k−1), and the adjacency rules which produce two intercopy edges
are (see Fig. 4):
((1; y1)('2; x2) : : : ((k−1; yk−1)(+; xk) ∼ ('0; xk)((1; y1) : : : ('k−2; xk−2)yk−1;
where ('1; x1)((2; y2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)∈U2, (+; xk)∈{0; 1} × Jn0 ; '0 ∈ Jm0 ;
('1; x1)((2; y2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)yk ∼ ((0; yk)('1; x1) : : : ((k−2; yk−2)(+; xk−1);
where ('1; x1)((2; y2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)∈V2, yk ∈ Jn1 ; (0 ∈ Jm1 ; +∈{0; 1}.
It was proved in [15] that its maximum degree, diameter and order are:
(;D; N ) = (max{0 + 2m0; 1 + 4m1}; k(D0 + D1 + 1)2 ;
(m0 + 2m1)(m0m1)k=2−1(n0n1)k=2):
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Denition 3.8. Let Bi, i=0; 1, be two bipartite (i; Di)-graphs of order 2ni, with partite
sets {0}×Jni , {1}×Jni . Then, the so-called (non-bipartite) GC{m0; n0; m1; n1; k;B0; B1}
graph is de3ned as the B0∇B1 compound graph G2[B0; B1], where the main graph
G2 = (U2 ∪ V2; E2) is the bipartite graph G2 = UGIII(m0; n0; m1; n1; k − 1), and the
adjacency rules producing four intercopy edges are (see Fig. 5):
((1; y1)('2; x2) : : : ((k−1; yk−1)(+; xk) ∼ ('0; xk)((1; y1) : : : ('k−2; xk−2)(+′; yk−1);
where ((1; y1)('2; x2) : : : ((k−1; yk−1)∈U2; (+; xk)∈{0; 1} × Jn0 ; '0 ∈ Jm0 ; +′ ∈{0; 1};
('1; x1)((2; y2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)(+; yk) ∼ ((0; yk)('1; x1) : : : ((k−2; yk−2)(+′; xk−1);
where ('1; x1)((2; y2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)∈V2; (+; yk)∈{0; 1} × Jn1 ; (0 ∈ Jm1 ; +′ ∈{0; 1}.
Its maximum degree, diameter and order are (see [15]):
(;D; N ) = (max{0 + 4m0; 1 + 4m1}; k(D0 + D1)2 ;
2(m0 + m1)(m0m1)k=2−1(n0n1)k=2):
Denition 3.9. Let Bi, i=0; 1, be two bipartite (i; Di)-graphs of order 2ni, with partite
sets {0}× Jni and {1}× Jni . Then, the so-called bipartite BGC{m0; n0; m1; n1; k;B0; B1}
graph is de3ned as the B0∇B1 compound graph G2[B0; B1], where the main graph
G2 = (U2 ∪ V2; E2) is the bipartite graph G2 = UGIII(m0; n0; m1; n1; k − 1), and the
adjacency rules producing two intercopy edges are (see Fig. 6):
((1; y1)('2; x2) : : : ((k−1; yk−1)(+; xk) ∼ ('0; xk)((1; y1) : : : ('k−2; xk−2)( P+; yk−1);
where ((1; y1)('2; x2) : : : ((k−1; yk−1)∈U2; (+; xk)∈{0; 1} × Jn0 ; '0 ∈ Jm0 ; P+= ++ 1∈Z2;
('1; x1)((2; y2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)(+; yk) ∼ ((0; yk)('1; x1) : : : ((k−2; yk−2)( P+; xk−1);
where ('1; x1)((2; y2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)∈V2; (+; yk)∈{0; 1} × Jn1 ; (0 ∈ Jm1 ; P+= ++ 1∈Z2.
As in the previous case, it was proved in [15] that its maximum degree, diameter
and order are:
(;D; N ) = (max{0 + 2m0; 1 + 2m1}; k(D0 + D1) + 22 ;
2(m0 + m1)(m0m1)k=2−1(n0n1)k=2):
Remark 3.1. One of the main motivations for approaching the study of the (;D;D′; 1)-
problem in the GC families has been the fact that they contain, for a wide range of
both the maximum degree and the diameter, graphs with an order signi3cantly greater
than that of any other known graph. Although we do not intend to treat this issue
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Table 1
Parameters (; D; N ) of the GC graphs
G  D N
GC{m; n; k;G1} 1 + 2m kD1 + k − 1 mk−1nk
GC{m; n; k;B1}(D1 odd) 1 + 2m kD1 2mk−1nk
GC{m; n; k;B1}(D1 even) 1 + m kD1 2mk−1nk
GC(m; n; k;G1) 1 + 2m kD1 + k − 1 (n+ 1)(mn)k−1
GC(m; n; k;B1)(D1 odd) 1 + 2m kD1 2(n+ 1)(mn)k−1
GC(m; n; k;B1)(D1 even) 1 + m kD1 2(n+ 1)(mn)k−1
FGC(m; n; k;B1) 1 + 4m kD1 − 1 2(n+ 1)(mn)k−1
GC{m0; n0; m1; max{0 + 2m0, k(D0 + D1 + 1)=2 (m0 + 2m1)(m0m1)k=2−1
n1; k;B0; G1} 1 + 4m1} (n0n1)k=2
GC{m0; n0; m1; max{0 + 4m0, k(D0 + D1)=2 2(m0 + m1)(m0m1)k=2−1
n1; k;B0; B1} 1 + 4m1} (n0n1)k=2
BGC{m0; n0; m1, max{0 + 2m0, (k(D0 + D1) + 2)=2 2(m0 + m1)(m0m1)k=2−1
n1; k;B0; B1} 1 + 2m1} (n0n1)k=2
in this work, we want to illustrate the previous statement by showing two particular
cases.
1. Let G1 = H ′q the quotient graph of the generalized hexagon Hq, q being an odd
power of 3 (see [8]). It was proved in the mentioned paper that H ′q is a regular
graph with degree 1 = q+ 1, diameter D1 = 5 and order n= (q+ 1)(q4 + q2 + 1).
Consider the GC graph of type I: GC{m; n; k;H ′q} (see De3nition 3.1 and Table 1),
where q¿ 27, m = q=9. We proceed to compare the order N of this graph with
respect to that of the De Bruijn graph UB(=2; D):
N
(2 )
D
=
mk−1 nk
( q+1+2m2 )
6k−1 ¿
mk−1 q5k 26k−1
(q+ 1 + 2m)6k−1
=
q6k−1 26k−1
9k−1 (q+ 1 + 2q9 )
6k−1
=
26k−1
9k−1 (1 + 1q +
2
9)
6k−1 =
9
6
√
9
[
2
6
√
9(1 + 1q +
2
9)
]6k−1
¿ 6; 2[1; 1]6k−11:
2. Let G1 be the generalized quadrangle Qq, q being a prime power, which is a Moore
bipartite graph with degree 1 = q + 1, diameter D1 = 4 and order n = 2(q + 1)
(q2 + 1) (see [3,8]). Consider the GC graph of type I: GC{m; n; k;Qq}, where
q¿ 9, 146m=q6
3
10 . We proceed to compare the order N of this graph with re-
spect to that of the graph K2 ⊗ UB(2 ; D − 1), which is known as to be a large
bipartite graph with degree  = q + m + 1, diameter D = 4k and order 2(=2)D−1
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(see [10]):
N
2(2 )
D−1 ¿
mk−1 q3k
(2 )
4k−1 =

2m
[
16mq3
4
]k
=

2m
[
16m
q
]k [
1 +
1
q
+
m
q
]−4k
¿

2m
4k
[
1 +
1
q
+
m
q
]−4k
¿

2m
4k
[
1 +
1
9
+
3
10
]−4k
¿

2m
[
4
3; 97
]k
1:
Observe that GC graphs of type II [resp. III] are signi3cantly larger than those of
type I and notice also that these families provide a wider variety of degrees [resp.
diameters].
4. The (; D; D′ ; 1)-problem in the GC graphs
This section is devoted to study the extent to which the diameter D of a GC graph
G increases when one vertex is deleted. Let us begin by showing the theorem which
contains the obtained result.
Theorem 4.1. Let w be a vertex belonging to a GC graph G of diameter D. Then,
the diameter of G − w is at most D + 1.
The proof of this statement has been obtained as a corollary of three lemmas, which
are put forward next.
Lemma 4.1. Let u; v; w be three vertices belonging to the same copy Gx1 of a GC
graph G. If D1 is the diameter of G1, then there exists an u − v path avoiding w,
whose length is at most D1 + 4.
Lemma 4.2. Let u; v; w be three vertices belonging to three di>erent copies of a GC
graph G with diameter D. Then, there exists an u− v path avoiding w, whose length
is at most D + 1.
Lemma 4.3. Let v; w be two vertices belonging to the same copy Gy1 of a GC graph
G. If u is a vertex not belonging to Gy1 , then there exists an u− v path avoiding w,
whose length is at most D + 1.
To prove each of these lemmas in a complete and accurate way, we have considered
each of the ten possibilities displayed in Table 1. As a result of this work, we have
noticed that all of these proofs are very similar. For this reason, we present in this
paper the proofs of the above lemmas highlighting the key points of each of them and
considering a few particular cases.
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Proof of Lemma 4.1. Consider the bipartite GC graph G = GC(m; n; k;B1), B1 being
a bipartite graph of even diameter D1 (see De3nition 3.5 and Fig. 2).
Since u; v; w belong to the same copy Bx1 in G, we can denote u=x(0; xk), v=x(+; yk)
and w = x(j; zk), where +; j∈{0; 1}, and x = ('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1) is a vertex
of G2. Let /= (0; xk) : : : ( P+; Pxk)(+; yk) be a shortest path in B1 joining (0; xk) to (+; yk)
(notice that d((0; xk); ( P+; Pxk))6D1 − 1). Let us consider in G the following path 0
joining u and v:
u= ('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)(0; xk)
(1k ; x′k)('1; x1) : : : ('k−2; xk−2)(1; xk−1)
('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : (1k−1; xk−1)(0; xk)
...
('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : (1k−1; xk−1)(0; x˜k)


6 D˜1
(1k ; x˜′k)('1; x1) : : : ('k−2; xk−2)(1; xk−1)
('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)(0; x˜k)
v= ('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)(+; yk)
where x˜k = yk , D˜1 = D1 if + = 0 and x˜k = Pxk , D˜1 = D1 − 1 if + = 1: Notice that, if
1k = '1 and 1k−1 = 'k−1, then the path 0 avoids w and its length is at most D1 + 4,
since m¿ 2.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. This proof is based on the fact that in every GC graph, the main
graph is an iterated line digraph which moreover is a solution to the (;D;D; 1)-problem
(see Theorem 2.1). Let us distinguish the following three cases, in which  denotes
the set of bipartite GC graphs G2[B1], the diameter of B1 being even:
1. G is GC graph of type either I or III, not belonging to : This proof is based on
the following key points:
(i) The diameter of G attains the upper bound given in Proposition 1.1.
(ii) Between two copies corresponding to adjacent vertices in G2, if at least one
of them is bipartite, then there are two or more intercopy edges (see Figs. 1,
4–6).
Consider 3rstly the GC graph G = GC{m; n; k;G1}. Every path 2 in G2 induces
in G a path 02, whose length depends on the length of 2, on the diameter of G1
and on the intercopy edges (see Fig. 7).
If we denote u=xxk , v=yyk and w= zzk , then, from Theorem 2.1, it follows that
there exists in G2 a path 2 joining x and y, which does not go through z, whose
length is at most D2 = k − 1. Therefore, and keeping in mind (i), we conclude
that 02 is a path between u and v avoiding w, whose length is at most D.
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Fig. 7. Path 02 in G, induced by a path 2: xa1 : : : aly of G2.
Finally, notice that if G is a GC graph with bipartite copies, then there exists at
least an intercopy edge from each partite set (see Figs. 1, 4–6). From this fact,
it follows that the contribution of the subpath contained in any bipartite copy to
the length of 02 is at most D1 − 1. Hence, in each of these cases, we can also
assure that the length of the path 02 cannot be greater than D.
2. G is GC graph of type II, not belonging to : In this case, condition (ii) of the
above case still holds, but not (i). For instance, the diameter of the GC graph
FGC(m; n; k;B1) is D= kD1 − 1, which is less than the upper bound obtained in
Proposition 1.1 for this case, namely, D1D2 + D1 − 1 = (k + 1)D1 − 1. Since the
proofs for the three families of type II presented in the previous section are very
similar, only one of them is showed. Consider the GC graph G=GC(m; n; k;G1)G
(see De3nitions 2.2 and 3.4). Let u= xxk , v= yyk and w = zzk be three vertices
placed in three diMerent copies, where:
x = ('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1);
y = ((1; y1)((2; y2) : : : ((k−1; yk−1)
are two vertices of G2. We distinguish four cases:
(a) If x1 = yk−1; xk−1 = y1 then the digraph GII(m; n; k − 1) must contain two
paths of length at most k − 1, one from x to y and the other from y to x:
Pxy: xa1 : : : ary; Pyx: yb1 : : : bsx;
which induce two paths in G joining u and v, of length at most kD1+k−1=D.
Suppose that the vertex z lies in both Pxy and Pyx:
ai = bj = z ⇒ z ∈+(ai−1) ∩ +(bj−1); z ∈−(ai+1) ∩ −(bj+1):
Since GII(m; n; k − 1) is a 2-regular line digraph with 2¿ 2, by applying
the Heuchenne condition, we obtain that +(ai−1) = +(bj−1), −(ai+1) =
−(bj+1). So, we can consider z1 ∈+(ai−1)\{z}, z2 ∈−(ai+1)\{z}. Hence,
we have found two paths in G2:
xa1 : : : ai−1z1bj−1 : : : b1y; xbs : : : bj+1z2ai+1 : : : ary;
which do not contain the vertex z, and at least one of them is of length less
than or equal to k − 1, because r + s6 2k − 2. Therefore, its corresponding
induced path in G avoids w and its length is at most D.
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(b) If x1 =yk−1 and xk−1 = y1, then GII(m; n; k−1) contains a path Pyx of length
k − 1. Moreover, if '1 = (k−1 then there exists a path Pxy in GII(m; n; k − 1)
of length at most k− 2 and the reasoning is the same as in (a). If '1 = (k−1,
then we consider the following path of G:
u= xxk = ('1; yk−1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)xk ;
u˜= x˜x′1 = ('2; x2)('3; x3) : : : (1k ; xk)x
′
1;
uˆ= xˆxk = ((k−1; yk−1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)xk ;
where we choose 1k in such a way that x˜ = z. Therefore, we can 3nd in the
digraph GII(m; n; k − 1) another path Pxˆy of length at most k − 2. These two
directed paths, Pyx and Pxˆy, induce paths in the graph G between u and v, of
length at most D. If the vertex z lies in both of them, then reasoning as in
case (a), we 3nd two paths in G2:
xx˜xˆa3 : : : ai−1z1bj−1 : : : b1y; xbs : : : bj+1z2ai+1 : : : ary
the length of one of them being at most k − 1, this one inducing a path in G
avoiding w, of length at most D.
(c) If x1 = yk−1, xk−1 = y1, then the reasoning is the same as that of (b).
(d) Finally, suppose that x1 = yk−1, xk−1 = y1. If '1 = (k−1 or 'k−1 = (1, then
the reasoning is as in (b). If '1 = (k−1 and 'k−1 = (1, consider in G the
following u− uˆ and v− vˆ paths:
u= xxk = ('1; yk−1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)xk ;
u˜= x˜x′1 = ('2; x2)('3; x3) : : : (1k ; xk)x
′
1;
uˆ= xˆxk = ((k−1; yk−1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)xk ;
v= yyk = ((1; xk−1)((2; y2) : : : ((k−1; yk−1)yk ;
v˜′ = y˜y′1 = ((2; y2)((3; y3) : : : (10; yk)y
′
1;
vˆ= yˆyk = ('k−1; xk−1)((2; y2) : : : ((k−1; yk−1)yk ;
where 1k and 10 are chosen in such a way that z ∈ {x˜; y˜}. Thus, GII(m; n; k−1)
must contain two paths of length at most k−2, one from xˆ to y and the other
from yˆ to x:
Pxˆy: xˆa3 : : : ary; Pyˆx: yˆb3 : : : bsx;
which induce two paths in G of length at most D joining u and v. If Pxˆy and
Pyˆx have in common the vertex z (see Fig. 8),
then reasoning as in (a), two paths of G2 are obtained:
21: xx˜xˆa3 : : : ai−1z1bj−1 : : : b3yˆy˜y; 22: xbs : : : bj+1z2ai+1 : : : ary:
If the length of 22 is 6 k − 1, then it induces in G a path avoiding w = zzk
of length at most D. Finally, if the length of 22 is ¿ k, then the length of
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Fig. 8. Two paths in GII(m; n; k − 1) intersecting in z.
Fig. 9. Path 02 between u = x(0; xk) and v = y(1; yk), induced by 2: xx1 : : : xk−2y in G2.
the subpath 21 between xˆ and yˆ must be less than or equal to k − 4, and
therefore 21 induces in G a path avoiding w, of length less than or equal
to:
2 + (D1 + 1)(k − 4) + D1 + 2 = (D1 + 1)k − 3D1¡ (D1 + 1)k − 1=D:
3. G is a GC graph belonging to : The two families of GC graphs belonging
to  have an essential diMerence from the rest of families studied before: none
of them satisfy the condition (ii) (see Fig. 2). Apart from that, the proof for
G=GC{m; n; k: B1} is similar to that of case (a), whereas for G=GC(m; n; k: B1)
it is similar to that exposed in (b). But now D1 is even, and so the following
happens: let u= x(0; xk), v= y(1; yk) and w = z(i; zk) be vertices of G such that
d(x; y)=k−1 in the graph G2=UGII(m; n; k−1). Let 2: xx1 : : : xk−2y be a shortest
path avoiding z, and consider its induced path 02 in G (see Fig. 9). Notice that
the length of 02 is at most:
D1 + 1 + D1(k − 2) + D1 = kD1 + 1 = D + 1;
since vertices belonging to diMerent partite sets are at distance at most D1 − 1
because D1 is even.
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Proof of Lemma 4.3. To prove this statement, we distinguish the following two cases,
in which  again denotes the set of bipartite GC graphs G2[B1], the diameter of B1
being even:
1. Assume that G is a GC graph not belonging to . Let v˜ be a vertex adjacent to
v= yyk and not belonging to the copy G
y
1 . From Lemma 4.2, it follows that there
exists a path between u and v˜ of length less than or equal to D, avoiding w. Hence,
by adding the edge v˜v, we obtain a path linking u and v of length at most D + 1,
which does not contain w.
2. Suppose that G is a GC graph belonging to one of the two families of . Since
the proofs are similar for both families, we show only one of them. Consider the
GC graph G =GC(m; n; k;B1), the diameter D1 of G1 being even. Let u= x(1; xk),
v= y(i; yk) and w = y(j; zk). If i = 0, then the proof is the same as in case (a). If
i = 1, then consider the following path p1uv joining u and v:
u= ('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)(1; xk)
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
('1; x1)('2; x2) : : : ('k−1; xk−1)(0; y′k)
(1; yk)('1; x1) : : : ('k−2; xk−2)(1; xk−1)
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
(1; yk)('1; x1) : : : ('k−2; xk−2)(0; y′k−1)
((k−1; yk−1)(1; yk) : : : ('k−3; xk−3)(1; xk−2)
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
((2; y2)((3; y3) : : : (1; yk)(1; x1)
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
((2; y2)((3; y3) : : : (1; yk)(0; y′1)
v= ((1; y1)((2; y2) : : : ((k−1; yk−1)(1; yk)
Observe that the length of p1uv is at most kD1 = D, because D1 is even. If m¿ k,
then taking 1 ∈ {(1; : : : ; (k−1}, we can conclude that p1uv is a path joining u and
v and avoiding w. If m¡k, then we may consider in the digraph GII(m; n; k − 1)
the path 2: xa1 : : : ak−1y, which induces in G the path p1uv. If y ∈ {a1; : : : ; ak−1},
then p1uv joins u and v avoiding w. Finally, if y∈{a1; : : : ; ak−1}, then taking 1 =
(k−2, we can assure that y∈{a1; : : : ; ak−3}. Assume for instance that y= ak−3 (the
proof in any other case is identical). Thus, it follows that y∈+(ak−4)∩+(ak−1)
(see Fig. 10), and from Heuchenne conditions we obtain that there must exist a
vertex b∈+(ak−4) ∩ +(ak−1). Let us consider the path 0/ induced by the path
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Fig. 10. Paths 2 and / in GII(m; n; k − 1).
/: xa1 : : : ak−4bak−1y of G2 = UGII(m; n; k − 1). Clearly 0/ is a path joining u and
v avoiding w, whose length is at most k(D1 − 1) + D1 + 1 = D + 1.
Summarizing, it has been proved that all of the GC graphs belonging to the diMerent
families put forward in Section 3 are, each of them, a solution to the (;D;D + 1; 1)
problem, even though some of the copies used in its construction be a (1; D1;+∞; 1)
graph.
To 3nalize, notice that in every case, the compound graph G2[G1] has been designed
by taking an arbitrary connected graph G1, a very particular graph G2 and a certain
adjacency rule. Certainly, an interesting work to be done would be to 3nd some addi-
tional restrictions on the graph G1, in such a way that the resulting compound graph
be a (;D;D; 1)-graph. Furthermore, it seems plausible that a similar work to ours
might be approached by interchanging the constraints, for example, by considering an
arbitrary graph satisfying Proposition 2.6, a (;D;D; 1)-graph G1 and some suitable
adjacency rule.
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